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The Tale of Guido d’Arezzo
Long before the lines and spaces, the flags and beams, 
music had to be memorised because there was no way 
to write it down. That is, until clever Guido came along! 
Learn how this Medieval monk laid the groundwork for the 
system of music notation that we use today. This true story 
is told with beautiful illustrations and age-appropriate 
vocabulary, which can be read from the screen or heard 
by clicking the listen icon. Embedded audio plays period 
music, whimsical sound effects, and a professionally-voiced 
narration. As you scroll through each interactive page, be 
sure to click highlighted elements to watch the story come 
to life. Utilises flash technology that works on individual 
computers and interactive whiteboards.

00-44712 ISBN: 1-4706-3246-2 £26.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3246-5 €35.95

 JP’s Sousaphone 
 An Interactive Storybook  
 about John Philip Sousa
New band member JP is struggling to march with his hefty 
concert tuba, so a helpful director sends him in search of 
a solution-the amazing sousaphone! Along the way, JP 
learns about America’s most famous bandmaster, John 
Philip Sousa. This fact-filled story is told with engaging 
illustrations and age-appropriate vocabulary, which can 
be read from each screen and heard each time you turn 
a page. Embedded audio plays background music, Sousa 
marches, entertaining sound effects, and a professionally 
voiced narration. Watch the story come to life (and extend 
the learning) by clicking highlighted elements on each 
interactive page. Utilises flash technology that works 
on individual computers and interactive whiteboards. 
Recommended for all ages.

00-45319 Interactive Software
 ISBN: 1-4706-1783-8 £26.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1783-7 €35.95

 Once Upon a Music Class 
 Folk Tales, Fairy Tales and  
 Nursery Rhymes
Once upon a time, a hardworking music teacher was 
determined to slay the dragons of student doldrums. 
She looked far and wide for meaningful yet entertaining 
lessons that would engage her students while addressing 
the Common Core music standards. One day, she 
happened upon a set of enchanting books filled with folk 
tales, fairy tales, nursery rhymes, myths, legends and more. 
As they dove into the grade-appropriate literature and 
music activities, her students became active musicians 
and lived happily ever after! Each volume of Once Upon a 
Music Class includes 20 lessons, complete with objectives, 
procedures, reproducible student pages and all necessary 
recordings.

00-45332 Primary Music Students  
 ISBN: 1-4706-3486-4 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3486-5 €35.95
 
00-45359 Intermediate Music Students
 ISBN: 1-4706-3485-6 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3485-8 €35.95

Jazzy Fairy Tales
A delightful offering from classroom teacher and 
storyteller Susan Milligan and jazz singer and music 
teacher Louise Rogers, the Jazzy Fairy Tales Resource 
Guide and CD is designed to bring jazz music into your 
classroom. The activities provided in the manual may be 
used as a supplement to an existing programme or to 
provide a ready-made, easy-to-use, all-encompassing 
music curriculum. The Appendix includes music theory 
terms, jazz terminology, standard blues form, and notation 
(melody with chords) for most of the themes and songs. 
It is user-friendly and requires no previous musical 
knowledge.

00-36596 ISBN: 0-7390-7503-9 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-7503-6 €35.95

Jazzy Fairy Tales, Volume II
Another delightful offering from classroom teacher and 
storyteller Susan Milligan and jazz singer and music 
teacher Louise Rogers, Jazzy Fairy Tales Volume II continues 
the jazz adventures for young children with three new fairy 
tales designed to bring jazz music into your classroom. The 
activities provided are a charming way to introduce young 
children to jazz with the musical stories of “Georgie the 
Jazzy Giant,” “The Gunnigator,” and “The Jazzy Gingerbread 
Man.” Jazzy Fairy Tales II Book and CD may be used to 
supplement an existing programme or to provide a ready-
made, easy-to-use, all-encompassing music curriculum. 
The CD is narrated and beautifully sung by Louise Rogers 
with easy call-and-response exercises and songs to 
accompany the stories. Jazzy Fairy Tales II is user-friendly 
and requires no previous musical knowledge. A delightful 
educational resource for any classroom!

00-44281 ISBN: 1-4706-2032-4 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-2032-5 €35.95

Active Listening Lessons:  
The Nutcracker Suite
Seven detailed lesson plans on Tchaikovsky’s The 
Nutcracker Suite! Listen and perform along with the 
professionally-recorded orchestral CD. Each individual 
layer of the ensemble will learn and practice their part 
through rhythmic chanting and body percussion before 
transferring to classroom instruments. The step-by-step 
instructions build to a culminating Orff performance 
for each movement. Student scores are included on the 
enhanced CD for printing and projecting.

00-41909 ISBN: 1-4706-1717-X £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1717-2 €35.95

Watch 
a demo
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This Is Music! 
For those teachers with little or no music background and seasoned professionals who 
just don’t have time to gather lesson plans, the This Is Music! series is exactly what they 
need to teach music in a classroom setting! The comb binding creates a lay-flat book that 
is perfect for study and performance. Incredibly easy to use; Eight lessons in each book; 
Reproducible pages make easy take-home assignments; No singing ability required - all 
music is on the CDs!

This Is Music! Volume 1:  
Fiddle Over the Moon
00-23805               
ISBN: 0-7390-3546-0                       £20.50 
EAN: 978-0-7390-3546-7              €29.95

This Is Music! Volume 2:  
Baa Baa Beat
00-23823        
ISBN: 0-7390-3693-9                       £20.50 
EAN: 978-0-7390-3693-8              €29.95

This Is Music! Volume 3:  
Fine Musician Friends
00-25587          
ISBN: 0-7390-4082-0                       £20.50 
EAN: 978-0-7390-4082-9              €29.95

This Is Music! Volume 4: 
I Saw a Ship A-Drumming
00-25593  
ISBN: 0-7390-4084-7                       £20.50 
EAN: 978-0-7390-4084-3              €29.95

This Is Music! Volume 5:  
The Gift of Music
00-25590 
ISBN: 0-7390-4083-9                       £20.50 
EAN: 978-0-7390-4083-6              €29.95

This Is Music! Volume 6:  
Dizzy Dogs & Curious Cats
00-42775 
ISBN: 1-4706-1548-7                       £21.95 
EAN: 978-1-4706-1548-2              €31.95

The Music Center Handbook
Divide your class into small groups and rotate them 
through a wide range of engaging music activities.  
That’s the goal of this ultimate learning centre resource. 
It’s student-guided learning at its best! Detailed directions 
include a list of materials, reproducible templates, and 
step-by-step instructions for assembling the creative 
stations. Complete lesson plans clearly outline the 
objectives and activities for each.

00-44468 ISBN: 1-4706-2388-9 £20.50 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-2388-3 €29.95

Creative Connections
Creative Connections is an outstanding resource for 
general music teachers, compiling specially crafted games, 
songs, and lesson plans to actively connect new material 
to prior knowledge. Fully reproducible, the activities utilise 
the art of play to introduce, explore, review, apply, transfer, 
master, and assess musical concepts. The innovative 
lesson plans are easy to use and enjoyable for teachers 
and students alike. The activities offer inventive ideas for 
inexpensive yet creative manipulatives, such as large boxes 
and small rhythmic dice, beat boards, rhythmic value-sized 
rhythm cards, stuffed animals, small play tents, and a 
giant, floor-sized music staff. Also included is a Data CD of 
the book with templates and visuals for easy projection, 
classroom sharing, and immediate use. Help your students 
make the Creative Connection today!

00-42860 ISBN: 1-4706-1660-2 £20.50 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1660-1 €29.95

Everyday Improvisation
What a wonderful way to address the National Standards 
while using your interactive whiteboard! Integrate 
technology into your classroom with these well-
constructed interactive lessons that provide a smooth 
and easy way to teach improvisation and composition 
to elementary students. Each plan starts with a song, 
chant, or poem; provides prompts for active listening; 
invites students to improvise as a group and individually; 
and concludes with a rubric-measured assessment. Kids 
will have so much fun singing and moving to the songs, 
playing classroom instruments, and manipulating the 
cartoon-style graphics on the interactive whiteboard.

00-42786 ISBN: 1-4706-1697-1 £29.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1697-7 €40.95

Watch 
a demo
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Music Class Playlist
Creative listening activities from a master music educator! 
These dynamic ideas invite students to experience, analyse, 
and reflect on an array of musical genres, including 
Motown, pop, rock ‘n’ roll, bluegrass, opera, Broadway, and 
film. Teacher preparation will be minimal as materials are 
few, and lesson planning is easy, as Common Core and 
National Standards are listed on every page. Assemble the 
twelve-song playlist online, and then explore three lessons 
for each song. With hits like Michael Jackson’s “Thriller” and 
the Disney classic “Let It Go,” music class has never been 
so much fun!

00-43502 ISBN: 1-4706-2650-0 £16.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-2650-1 €23.95

Playing with the Classics, Volume 1
Music Masterworks for Children By Peggy D. Bennett

For experienced music teachers and novices alike, these 
simple, charming, and playful lessons give children a 
chance to sing, move, and act while they listen to the 
music of great composers.

Volume 1 contains a CD with 30 tracks, including 
selections from Gershwin’s An American in Paris, 
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5, Bizet’s Carmen, Tchaikovsky’s 
The Nutcracker Suite, Haydn’s “Surprise” Symphony, and 
many more.

Volume 2 includes a listening list which recommends 
15 tracks, all of which can be downloaded from iTunes, 
Amazon, or GoogleMusic as needed. The musical 
selections include Strauss’s “Also Sprach Zarathustra,” 
Mozart’s Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, Stravinsky’s The 
Firebird, Gershwin’s “Summertime” from Porgy and Bess, 
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9, Vivaldi’s “Winter” from The 
Four Seasons, and many more.

00-37605 ISBN: 0-7390-8168-3 £21.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8168-6 €31.95

00-39205 ISBN: 0-7390-8825-4 £16.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8825-8 €23.95

Essential Listening Activities  
for the Classroom
Listening Activities for the Music Classroom is a wonderful 
supplemental resource for music teachers, home school 
teachers, or general education instructors who wish 
to incorporate music into their lessons. The enjoyable 
learning games and activities in this collection, presented 
in a lesson plan format, have been selected for their ease 
in instruction and flexibility. Easy-to-use templates are 
also included for most lessons, along with instructions 
on making manipulatives to supplement the lessons. The 
fun and creative lessons range from exploring instrument 
sounds to learning activities and maps for favourite 
classical music pieces such as Carnival of the Animals, 
Pictures at an Exhibition, Also Sprach Zarathustra, and 
many more! A solid curriculum choice for any elementary 
classroom, Essential Listening Activities for the Music 
Classroom will set your students on a path to achieve their 
musical best!

00-29199 ISBN: 0-7390-5092-3 £20.50 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-5092-7 €29.95

You Want Me to Teach What?
You’re a secondary instrumental or choral specialist, newly 
assigned to the general music classroom. What now?  
First, take a breath, calm down, and then read this book.  
Two experienced teachers who conquered this challenge 
offer practical advice with great care and wit. Chapters of 
the book address attitude, school environment, classroom 
management, curriculum and assessment, and student 
performance. In addition, concrete lesson plans are 
provided for each grade level.

00-42787 ISBN: 1-4706-1560-6 £16.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1560-4 €23.95

Accessing Music
Accessing Music is a revolutionary new book designed 
to help special education teachers assist students with 
disabilities to participate in music to achieve their 
individual, fullest potential. Based on the philosophy of 
Universal Design for Learning (UDL)-a way of planning, 
teaching, and assessing instruction that is naturally 
inclusive of all possible types of learners-Accessing 
Music explores alternative and creative ways to reach 
disabled students in the classroom. Classroom-tested, 
the innovative strategies, examples, and visuals 
presented have successfully tackled challenging areas, 
such as notation, fingering charts, holding instruments, 
assessment, manipulatives, and much more. This fully 
reproducible book also includes a comprehensive list of 
valuable, related resources, and the Data Disk CD allows for 
printing and classroom sharing. Help students get more 
from the classroom, and spark a lifelong interest in music 
and music-making with Accessing Music!

00-42413 ISBN: 1-4706-1091-4 £29.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1091-3 €40.95

Activity: Have students listen to the first few minutes  
of the Toy Symphony to try and determine what sounds  
are heard other than typical orchestral instruments.

Answer: Ratchets are heard first 
 Cuckoo whistles next 
 Bird Calls third

Have students discuss the way the Toy Symphony would sound if rewritten  
today and modern toys were used (video games, bicycle horns, toy phones)... 

Listening For Teachers

Great for    students with      disabilities
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Early Years: Age 0–5

A programme for teaching 
musical skills through singing

A new edition by Katie Neilson
(includes CD and MP3 for all songs)

Inside Music: Early Years (0-5) 

NEW REVISED EDITION!
This has been specially adapted and revised by Katie Neilsen, herself a practitioner, to meet the needs of 
the contemporary classroom whilst retaining the essential tenet of the Voices Foundation philosophy. 
Split into flexible units which can be mixed and matched according to focus and necessity, with 
additional advice on lesson planning, useful games,  
and structure, Early Years provides a firm  
foundation for the development of innate  
musical understanding through the voice.

The additional MP3CD includes all the songs  
and the listening tracks. The audio files are also  
downloadable at www.alfreduk.com

1470611767 ISBN: 1-4706-1176-7 £34.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1176-7 €47.95

A SERIES OF 
RESOURCES 

TO SUPPORT A 
COMPREHENSIVE 

MUSIC EDUCATION

ABOUT THE VOICES FOUNDATION
The Voices Foundation is a national music education charity working closely with local 
authorities, music education hubs and schools to deliver sustainable solutions to teaching 
music at primary level. The Voices Foundation offer in-school programmes and professional 
development training for classroom teachers as well as specialists, and provide quality 
resource material.

So teacher- 
friendly,  

whatever your  
level of musical 

expertise… offers the 
structured guidance 
of a music scheme, 

yet has the flexibility 
to let you progress  
at your own pace.  
Utterly brilliant!

Linda Bruce  

Ursuline Catholic  
Primary School,   

Merseyside

Inside Music: First Steps (5-7)
First Steps: Age 5-7 Written by Andrew Maddocks, 
this handbook is designed for teachers working 
with children aged be tween 5 and 7, and is the 
recommended starting point for this age range. 

0956723217 ISBN: 0-9567-2321-7 £27.50 
 EAN: 978-0-9567-2321-5 €38.95

Inside Music: First Steps (7-11)
First Steps: Age 7-11 Enables the delivery of an 
effective, singing-based music curriculum to children. 
It is a unit-based framework, facilitating steady, 
structured progression of learning for the 7-11 age 
group in line with the National Curriculum for Music 
in England. 

0956723222 ISBN: 0-9567-2322-2 £29.95 
 EAN: 978-0-9567-2322-2 €41.95
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 Music Symbol Parade
These adorable 9 x 12” cardstock posters are more than just 
a delightful decoration - they’re also a fabulous teaching 
tool. Playful illustrations depict music signs and symbols, 
while concise definitions clearly explain each term. A 
tiny mouse represents piano, a lion roars for fortissimo, 
a snail is largo and a hammer shows marcato. Dynamics, 
articulations, tempo headings, clefs, accidentals and more. 
Educational and entertaining.

00-45558 ISBN: 1-4706-3586-0 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3586-2 €35.95

Color Me Mozart!
What a fabulous and fun 
way to learn about the 
great composers! This 100% 
reproducible book includes a 
colouring page and information 
sheet for 25 masters. From 
Bach surrounded by his children 
and Tchaikovsky conducting 
the ballet, to a blindfolded 
Mozart at the keyboard and even 
Gershwin strolling the streets of 
New York, these illustrations are 
both educational and enjoyable. 
Biographies, fun facts, and famous 
works are included for each, and 
the enhanced CD contains PDF files 
of the entire book, plus masterwork 
recordings for each composer.  
A wonderful tool for music classrooms 
or individual use.

00-44554 ISBN: 1-4706-2635-7           £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-2635-8   €35.95

Composer Gallery
The whimsical design of this full-colour poster set depicts 
24 favourite composers as delightful caricatures on  
9” x 12” cardstock. On the backside of each, learn more with 
compelling biographies, dates, and historical information. 
Includes: Bach, Beethoven, Berlin, Berlioz, Bernstein, Brahms, 
Chopin, Copland, Debussy, Dvorák, Ellington, Handel, Haydn, 
Hildegard, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Morley, Rossini, Saint-Saëns, 
Schubert, Sousa, Stravinsky, Tchaikovsky, Verdi.

00-42973  £24.95   €35.95

NEW!

JOHANN SEBASTIAN

BAC
H

42973_posters Composer Gallery.indd   1

6/20/14   1:51 PM

LUDWIG VAN
BEETHOVEN

42973_posters Composer Gallery.indd   3
6/20/14   1:51 PM FrANz JOSEpH

HAYDN
42973_posters Composer Gallery.indd   25

6/20/14   1:51 PM
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Ludwig van Beethoven

Instrument Zoo!
Let’s see, a Lion on the 
Violin? A Tiger on the 
Trombone? A Hippo on 
the Harp? A Moose on 
the Marimba? What 
a fabulous, fun, and 
educational way to learn 
about the instruments!  
This reproducible 
colouring book 
includes a cute animal 
colouring page and 
an information 
sheet about 
each of the 29 featured 
instruments. A wonderful tool for your general music 
classroom. Adorable, and a joy for all of your young 
music enthusiasts! 100% reproducible. The enhanced CD 
contains reproducible PDF files of each of the 29 drawings 
and information sheets, plus 60 audio sound samples 
demonstrating the way each instrument sounds.

00-35860 ISBN: 0-7390-8047-4 £20.50 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8047-4 €29.95
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Instruments  
Divided into four suits, each representing a different family 
of instruments: brass, woodwind, string, and percussion. 
Each card shows an instrument’s image and includes 
facts about its origin, design, and use. In addition to the 
52-card deck, four jokers provide brief descriptions of the 
corresponding instrument families. Deal me in!

00-44696 ISBN: 1-4706-3228-4 £6.75 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3228-1 €8.95

A fun and innovative way to learn about musical instruments! These are real playing cards.

Classical Composers
Divided into four suits, each representing a different 
compositional era of music: Renaissance, Baroque, 
Classical, and Romantic. Each suit contains 13 composer 
cards with the composer’s likeness, nationality, birth and 
death dates, brief facts about his or her musical life, and 
important compositions. Four jokers are included as well, 
each containing a brief outline of the corresponding 
musical style period.

00-38799 ISBN: 1-4706-1802-8 £6.75 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1802-5 €8.95

Something 
for the 
coffee 
break?
Musical Sudoku
Complete the grid in each row, 
column, and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every item in 
the puzzle key:

born ca. 1666 or 1667, Paris, France

died June 27, 1729, Paris, France

Harpsichordist, child prodigy, encouraged  

by King Louis XIV, first French woman to  

publish a book of harpsichord pieces and  

first to compose an opera and have it  

performed. Composer of vocal and  

keyboard works. Notable compositions  

include Premier Livre de Pièces de 

Clavecin and Sonates pour le 

Viollon et pour le Clavecin.

baroqueÉlisabeth-claude 
Jacquet de la Guerre

french

Q

Q

born February 23, 1685, Halle, Germany
died April 14, 1759, London, England
Conductor, violinist, harpsichordist, and 
organist; lived and worked in London for  
the latter half of his life. Composer of  
orchestral, keyboard, chamber music,  
operas, oratorios and choral works.  
Notable compositions include the  
oratorios Messiah and Samson; 
and the instrumental pieces  
Water Music and Music for the 
Royal Fireworks.

baroque

George frideric 
handel
German

K

K

born December 16, 1770, Bonn, Germany

died March 26, 1827, Vienna, Austria

Pianist. His music was an important  

bridge between the composing styles  

of the Classical and Romantic eras.  

Composer of string quartets, symphonies, 

piano trios, piano compositions and  

sonatas, concertos, and concert  

overtures. Notable compositions  

include nine symphonies and  

an opera, Fidelio.

classical

ludwig 

van beethoven

German

A

A

Alfred’s Music Playing Cards

Music Fun 101
This incredible publication includes all your favourite 
games and puzzles, from Alphagrams, Matching Puzzles, 
and Crosswords to Name That Tune, Musical Sudoku, 
Word Searches, Mazes, and more! Clever, educational, 
reproducible, and fantastic fun for everyone, Music Fun 101 
is a must for your music classroom. 100% Reproducible. 
Use as a supplement to a topic or unit, an extra credit 
exercise, or a homework assignment. Perfect activity for 
substitute teachers or an easy last-minute classroom time-
filler. Includes answer keys. The comb binding creates a 
lay-flat book that is perfect for study and performance.

00-28861 ISBN: 0-7390-5256-X  £24.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-5256-3 €35.95



Music Through the Ages:  
A Music History Timeline Room Border
Wherever music is taught, this decorative timeline should be on the wall! This beautiful full-colour 
banner is over 16’ long! A handy teacher’s reference booklet is included so the teacher can read 
composer information at a glance. There are five 10¾” x 39” sections that may be displayed 
together or separately: 1) Late Renaissance / Baroque 2) Classical 3) Romantic  
4) Early to Mid-Twentieth Century 5) Mid- to Late Twentieth Century. Highlights music history 
from the Renaissance to present day; Includes classical, rock, pop, and jazz greats; Shows dates of 
famous composers and musicians; Describes briefly each person’s importance in music history; 
Includes portraits or photographs of most musicians; Defines many musical terms to help 
beginning students; Decorates the classroom while educating at the same time; Provides a great 
reference to enhance other studies; Includes a handy teacher reference about the musicians.

00-0509B ISBN: 0-7579-0228-6 £22.25 
 EAN: 978-0-7579-0228-4 €29.95

Instrument Family  
Posters and Outline Sheets
Five 24” x 30” four-colour posters with photos and information about the major instruments from  
the string, woodwind, brass, percussion, and keyboard families. Posters show instrument ranges 
and seating positions within the orchestra. Also includes 32 instrument outlines for drawing, 
tracing, or creating transparencies. Posters ship flat to prevent creasing.

00-0670B ISBN: 0-7579-9492-X £44.25 
 EAN: 978-0-7579-9492-0 €53.00

Portraits of Great Composers, Set 1 (Classical Composers)
Full-colour display posters of famous composers. Each composer portrait measures 16” x 20”, 
is printed on high-quality varnished stock, and includes a short, informative biography of the 
composer printed on the back. Each portrait set contains 20 posters and a separate booklet with 
biographies. 

Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, J. Strauss, Mendelssohn, Chopin, SchuMann, 
Liszt, Wagner, Verdi, Brahms, Saint-Saëns, Bizet, Tchaikovsky, Dvorák, Grieg, Mahler.

00-BMR00170 ISBN: 0-7692-5717-8  £70.50 
 EAN: 978-0-7692-5717-4 €93.00

Portraits of Great Composers, Set 2 (Modern Composers)
Debussy, R. Strauss, Sibelius, Rachmaninoff, Schoenberg, Ives, Ravel, Bartók, Villa-Lobos, 
Stravinsky, Prokofieff, Grofé, Hindemith, Thompson, Gershwin, Copland, Menotti, Britten, 
Shostakovich, Hanson.

00-BMR00171 ISBN: 0-7692-5718-6 £70.50   
 EAN: 978-0-7692-5718-1 €93.00

Music Quilt Squares
Music Quilt Squares is a delightful publication that 
compiles a range of music activities, including games 
on theory, identifying notes and fingerings on the piano 
and recorder, instrument families, and more! Clever, 
educational, 100% reproducible, and fantastic fun for 
everyone, this book is a must for your music classroom.  
A data CD is included that contains PDF files of each page. 
Music Quilt Squares is perfect for substitute teachers, the 
private studio, or even as a daily classroom activity!

00-41970 ISBN: 0-7390-9920-5 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9920-9 €35.95
 
Music Puzzler
This completely reproducible puzzle book features Kriss 
Kross, Word Searches, Musical Sudoku, Crosswords, and 
several Complete the Story pages. The data CD contains 
PDF files, so teachers can post or print each page.  
Use these puzzles as vocabulary builders, extra credit 
exercises, or enjoyable homework assignments. Includes 
answer keys. The comb binding creates a lay-flat book that 
is perfect for study and performance.

00-39991 ISBN: 0-7390-9646-X £29.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9646-8 €40.95

60 Music Quizzes
Includes sections on the basics, rhythm, note names, key 
signatures, musical symbols and terms, time signatures, 
keyboard identification, and a musical puzzles segment. 
Perfect for student assessment. The comb binding creates 
a lay-flat book that is perfect for study and performance.

00-40035 ISBN: 0-7390-9672-9 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9672-7 €35.95 

Great for supply cover
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LEARNING  
MADE EASY

Music Theory for all ages by Ying Ying Ng

“…an integrated and remarkable series of theory workbooks…” Music Teacher

Music Theory for Young Musicians
By Ying Ying Ng

This series covers the latest revisions outlined by the ABRSM for their theory examinations. It 
uses effective and efficient drills and exercises, making success a formality. Now all grades are 
completely revised to include additional revision pages and a ‘mock’ exam so success can be 
guaranteed.

Music Theory/ Young Musicians G1 REV 
ISBN: 9-6710-0031-2 EAN: 978-9-6710-0031-1 £5.50 €8.95

Music Theory/ Young Musicians G2 REV 
ISBN: 9-6710-0032-0 EAN: 978-9-6710-0032-8 £5.95 €8.95

Music Theory/ Young Musicians G3 REV  
ISBN: 9-6710-0033-9 EAN: 978-9-6710-0033-5 £5.95 €8.95

Music Theory/ Young Musicians G4 REV  
ISBN: 9-6710-0034-7 EAN: 978-9-6710-0034-2 £5.95 €8.95

Music Theory/ Young Musicians G5 REV 
ISBN: 9-6710-0035-5 EAN: 978-9-6710-0035-9 £5.95 €8.95

Music Theory for Young Children
By Ying Ying Ng

A colourful introduction to Music Theory for the youngest learners (4-6). A perfect balance play 
and instruction: including stickers, activities, and characters that appeal to the young at heart. 
Correlates with the Poco Piano Course for Young Children.

Music Theory for Young Children 1, 2nd Ed  
ISBN: 9-6712-5040-8 EAN: 978-9-6712-5040-2 £5.95 €8.95

Music Theory for Young Children 2, 2nd Ed 
ISBN: 9-6712-5041-6 EAN: 978-9-6712-5041-9 £5.95 €8.95

Music Theory for Young Children 3, 2nd Ed 
ISBN: 9-6712-5042-4 EAN: 978-9-6712-5042-6 £5.95 €8.95

Music Theory for Young Children 4, 2nd Ed 
ISBN: 9-6712-5043-2 EAN: 978-9-6712-5043-3 £5.95 €8.95
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Rhythm Workshop
This reproducible book will encourage and enable your 
students to develop solid rhythmic reading skills.  
It features 100 pages containing 575 rhythm exercises in 
a variety of time signatures. New concepts are introduced 
and combined together to challenge and motivate your 
students. The comb binding creates a lay-flat book that 
is perfect for study and performance. The enhanced CD 
includes reproducible PDF files of each page, plus multiple 
rhythm audio tracks in various musical styles and tempos 
that can be used to accompany your students as they clap, 
tap, play, or speak the rhythms. 

00-38270 ISBN: 0-7390-9126-3 £29.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9126-5 €40.95

Hear It, Read It, Write It!
Learning to read music is much like learning a language. 
There are three basic elements: listening, reading, and 
writing. This well-organised book provides step-by-step 
sequential lessons for developing these skills. Rhythm, 
note, and interval concepts are taught in the following 
way: first, hear and echo a short musical example; second, 
read and perform a notated exercise; and third, notate 
musical phrases as demonstrated on the CD. Worksheet-
style student pages are included as reproducible PDFs. 
Ten-minute activities for teaching or assessment, 
recommended for ensembles or music classes.

00-44557 ISBN: 1-4706-2636-5 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-2636-5 €35.95

Ready, Set, Rhythm!
This innovative curriculum introduces the elements 
of rhythmic notation through movement-based class 
activities. Designed to be seamlessly integrated into 
your music class or ensemble rehearsal, each 10-minute 
kinesthetic exercise is presented in lesson plan format 
with National Standards, teacher instructions, and notated 
rhythmic concepts. Features 80 lessons divided into eight 
progressive units, each concluding with a reproducible 
student assessment. The activities are so much fun 
that your students will hardly notice how much they’re 
learning! 

00-40029 ISBN: 0-7390-9653-2 £20.50 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9653-6 €29.95

Chord Progressions:  
Theory and Practice
No matter what instrument you play, chords are an 
important part of your music. Chord Progressions: Theory 
and Practice breaks down how they’re important and 
gives you all the information you need to create chords 
and use them in your own music. Start off by learning how 
to build simple major chords and eventually move on to 
more complex chords such as ninth, eleventh, thirteenth, 
and altered chords. Also learn to compose your own 
progressions using techniques such as passing chords, 
neighbour chords, pedal tones, and voice leading. Finally, 
learn how chord progressions are used in various styles 
of music-from early jazz to the music of today. This book 
is ideal for pianists, but it can be used successfully by any 
musician familiar with the grand staff. After completing 
this book, you will have gained a clear understanding of 
chords and progressions in a variety of musical styles.

00-35174 ISBN: 0-7390-7056-8 £15.50 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-7056-7 €20.95

Ornamentation:  
A Question & Answer Manual
This guide to understanding ornamentation in each era 
of music includes information on how to understand 
and remain faithful to the composer’s intention, how 
many and which notes to use in each ornament, how to 
integrate ornaments smoothly into a performance and 
simple strategies and systems for realising and practicing 
ornaments. A synthesis of years of scholarly research 
resulting in a logical, easy to follow, and accurate volume.

00-6000 ISBN: 0-88284-549-7 £10.95 
 EAN: 978-0-88284-549-4       €14.95 

Musical Forms Made Easy
This book provides a wonderfully clear and concise 
introduction for each musical form-step-by-step, from 
the most elementary to the most complex-with examples 
of the most popular compositions from the Baroque, 
Classical, and Romantic eras. A correlated CD is included to 
enhance the learning process.

00-42676 ISBN: 1-4706-1486-3 £16.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1486-7 €23.95

Learning Strategies for Musical 
Success
When it comes to musical skill, why is it that some people 
achieve so much more than others? We are frequently led 
to believe this is because of a talent hardwired into their 
DNA. Now, music educator Michael Griffin dismisses that 
age-old notion in favour of another known factor: practice. 
His new book, Learning Strategies for Musical Success 
illustrates how the quantity and quality of practice is the 
greatest predictor of musical success so that aspiring 
musicians of all ages and abilities can best bring about 
expert performance. This inspiring, accessible guide will 
equip students, teachers, adult learners, and parents with 
the methods and mindset to improve the likelihood of 
learning music successfully.

ISBN: 1-481946-73-0 £19.95 
EAN: 978-1-481946-73-5 €24.95

Modern Harmony Method
This clear and well organised text is suitable for students 
of arranging and composition, and for classically trained 
musicians wishing to further grasp the simple logic of 
jazz harmony. Essential understandings: - Triad structures 
and inversions - How to select chords; chord symbols - 
Simple but effective voicing formulae - The circle of 4th 
progressions, - Extensions to the 9ths and dominant 13ths, 
and altered 5ths and 9ths. Included in the 107 pages are 
comprehensive explanations, examples, exercises and 
solutions.

ISBN: 1-484960-29-7 £15.50 
EAN: 978-1-484960-29-5 €20.95

Alfred’s Essentials of Music Theory: 
Complete
Alfred’s Essentials of Music Theory is designed for students 
of any age, whether listeners or performers, who want to 
have a better understanding of the language of music.  
In this all-in-one theory course, you will learn the essentials 
of music through concise lessons, practice your music 
reading and writing skills in the exercises, improve 
your listening skills with the available ear-training CDs 
(included), and test your knowledge with a review that 
completes each unit.

00-16486 ISBN: 0-8828-4951-4 £29.95 
 EAN: 978-0-8828-4951-5 €40.95

Have you seen 
the Bingo sets?

For GSCE &      A-Level students

Reading, Writing & Comprehension
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Mini Music Guides:  
Music Theory Essentials
Over 220 pages of easy-to-understand theory lessons! 
Alfred’s Mini Music Guides provide essential information 
in a convenient size. Features; A simple and practical 
approach to theory for music enthusiasts and musicians; 
Lesson reviews with answer keys; Breaks down the 
essentials of music notation; Covers intervals, scales, 
modes, chords, diatonic harmony, and transposition; 
Shows you how to compose and harmonise a melody 
in major and minor keys; Comprehensive sections on 
arpeggios, passing and neighbouring tones, the blues, and 
much more!

00-41042 ISBN: 0-7390-9634-6 £8.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9634-5 €12.95

Essentials of Music Notation
Essentials of Music Notation presents current and correct 
notation practices in an easy-to-use format. Generously 
illustrated and concise, this book is essential to any 
musician looking for a handy reference for the correct 
notation of music. A most welcome and beneficial source 
for every musician, whether using a pencil or a computer.

00-32756 ISBN: 0-7390-6083-X £10.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-6083-4 €14.95

Mini Music Guides:  
Dictionary of Music
Over 250 pages packed with essential music information! 
Alfred’s Mini Music Guides provide essential information in 
a convenient size. With over 2,500 entries of clear, practical 
definitions, explanations, and information, Dictionary 
of Music is the most useful compact music dictionary 
available. It includes pronunciation of foreign terms, 
music examples to accompany definitions, biographical 
information on composers, and a comprehensive list 
of instruments and their written and sounding ranges. 
Spanning from the Middle Ages to Contemporary and 
pop music, Dictionary of Music also contains helpful 
music theory charts that cover scales, modes, chords, key 
signatures, and much more.

00-41043 ISBN: 0-7390-9635-4 £8.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9635-2 €12.95

Alfred’s Great Music & Musicians
Great Music & Musicians provides a foundation for 
understanding the major cultural periods-from the  
Greco-Roman Era to the present. It guides students 
through musical styles and the development of 
music through the ages. The book and CD includes 
art and listening examples that offer an opportunity 
for discussions. Each unit includes an overview and 
historical background, a closer look at important musical 
developments, art to provide further insight into life 
during the time, a short summary, listening suggestions, 
and a written review.

00-39060 ISBN: 0-7390-8760-6 £11.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8760-2 €15.95

 Meet the  
 Great Women  
 of Music
Balance your music history curriculum with this 
indispensable classroom resource! This long-awaited 
manual focuses on the female artists who haven’t made 
it into most textbooks. Biographies, student assessments 
and recordings are included for 18 important women who 
enriched the world with their incredible talents. Such as 
Clara Schumann, Amy Beach, Marian Anderson and Billie 
Holiday. Book is 100% reproducible.

00-45326 ISBN: 1-4706-3484-8 £34.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3484-1 €47.95

Meet the Great Jazz Legends
Introduce a new generation of music enthusiasts to 
17 legendary jazz artists who have enriched the world 
with their incredible talents. Dr. McCurdy’s illuminating 
stories about the lives, times and music of these great 
jazz musicians span the entire twentieth century, from 
early New Orleans Jazz through the Golden Age of Swing 
plus the avant-garde and jazz fusion eras. Includes units 
on Louis Armstrong, James P. Johnson, Duke Ellington, 
Count Basie, Benny Goodman, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, 
Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Thelonius Monk, Miles 
Davis, Dave Brubeck, Clifford Brown, John Coltrane, Bill 
Evans, Charles Mingus and Herbie Hancock. Now students 
can listen to examples of each legend’s recordings to 
fully understand the beauty of jazz music! This Deluxe 
Classroom Kit is your best budget saving option, with a 
book, reproducible activity sheets and CD.

00-32180 ISBN: 0-7390-5938-6 £34.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-5938-8 €47.95

Dictionaries History

NEW!



Accent on Composers
A complete music appreciation course in one, 120-page, 
reproducible book/CD package. For each of the 22 
featured composers there is a bio (focusing on his or her 
personal life), a portrait, a listing of the types of music he or 
she composed, composer factoids, and a time line.  
The CD contains a listening example for each composer. 
The reproducible listening guide includes information 
about each listening example and a second by second 
“what to listen for in the music.” Also included are reviews 
(tests) for each composer, plus more than two dozen pages 
of supplementary material. And it’s all reproducible!  
The comb binding creates a lay-flat book that is perfect for 
study and performance. 

Volume 1 
Composers include: Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Copland, 
Debussy, Handel, Joplin, Felix and Fanny Mendelssohn, 
Mozart, Stravinsky, Tchaikovsky, Verdi, and MORE!

00-20048 ISBN: 0-7390-1683-0 £34.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-1683-1 €47.95
Volume 2
Berlioz, Bernstein, Chopin, Ellington, Gershwin, Prokofiev, 
Puccini, Purcell, Mahler, Rachmaninoff, Strauss, and more!

00-41908 ISBN: 1-4706-1127-9 £34.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1127-9 €47.95

Alfred’s Key Signature Teacher:  
All-In-One Flashcard
Experience dynamite results learning key signatures with 
Alfred’s Key Signature Teacher. This excellent teaching aid 
provides an interactive way to learn the order of sharps 
and flats, all major and relative minor key signatures, and 
much more! How It Works: Turn to the side without key 
names; Spin the dial to a key signature of your choice;  
If you know the name of the key signature (major or 
minor), say it. If you don’t know the name, turn the 
flashcard over to view the answer; Continue this process  
to master all the key signatures.

99-MKST01    White £7.50    €10.95
99-MKST02    Yellow £7.50    €10.95
99-MKST03    Blue £7.50    €10.95
99-MKST04    Green £7.50    €10.95
99-MKST05    Purple £7.50    €10.95
99-MKST06    Pink £7.50    €10.95

Alfred’s Music Note Teacher:  
All-In-One Flashcard (White)
Experience dynamite results learning notes with Alfred’s 
Music Note Teacher. This excellent teaching aid provides 
an interactive way to learn basic note reading concepts of 
direction and distance, note stem direction, intervals, and 
more! How It Works: Turn to the side without note names; 
Slide the note to any position on the staves; If you know 
the name of the note, say it. If you don’t know the name 
of the note, turn the flashcard over to view the answer; 
Continue this process to master all the note names.

99-MNT001  £7.50    €10.95

Alfred’s Music Scale Teacher:  
All-In-One Flashcard (White)
You will experience dynamite results learning your scales 
with the Music Scale Teacher. Choose a scale and place the 
flashcard behind the piano keys, aligning the Tonic Square 
with any starting note. The note aligned with the Tonic 
Square identifies the key. Turn the Fingering Dial to the 
selected key for right and left hand fingerings.  
Using correct fingerings, begin with the Tonic and play 
each note that aligns with the scales squares. Practice 
other scales by moving the Tonic Square to each starting 
note. The Music Scale Teacher teaches: Major, Natural 
Minor, Harmonic Minor, and Melodic Scales; Keyboard 
Scale Fingering; Basics of Transposition. We are excited to 
share this excellent teaching aid with you!

99-MST001  £7.50    €10.95

Resources
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Alfred’s Music Tech 101
A Modern Music Production Course That Makes Basic 
Music Technology Fun!; No musical experience required; 
High-school/college-level studies on producing music 
using modern techniques; A perfect approach for students 
with a passion for music outside of traditional programs; 
Cross-platform approach to technology applicable to any 
software used for music production; Great for students 
with musical goals outside the classroom; Covers the 
basics of music technology without heavy technical 
reading, using plain-English explanations; Simple and 
straightforward information, reinforced with projects and 
assessments; Classroom-tested course material, developed 
through years of student feedback; Includes correlating 
interactive media to stream or download; Corresponding 
website with teachers’ resources and updates.

00-44079 ISBN: 1-4706-1966-0 £16.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1966-4 €23.95
 
Alfred’s Teach Yourself Logic Pro
This book will teach you everything you need to know 
to get started using Logic Pro today! You will learn how 
to optimise your Mac; work with MIDI; choose an audio/
MIDI interface; select microphones; use loops, plugins, and 
effects; edit audio; and create a stunning final mix.  
When you’re finished reading this book, you’ll be able 
to record, edit, mix, and send your songs out for the 
world to hear on the web, on CD, and more. The included 
DVD contains over 150 minutes of video that clearly 
demonstrates the essential features of Logic Pro with an 
easy-to-understand approach.

00-34358 ISBN: 0-7390-6639-0 £18.25 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-6639-3 €23.95
 
Alfred’s Teach Yourself Cubase
This book and DVD kit will show you everything you need 
to know to start using Cubase today! You will learn how 
to optimise your PC or Mac, work with MIDI, choose an 
audio/MIDI interface, select microphones, use loops, edit 
audio, use VST instruments, and create a stunning final 
mix. By the time you get to the end of the book, you’ll be 
able to record, edit, mix, and send your songs out for the 
world to hear on the web, on CD, and more. The included 
DVD features over 110 minutes of video and clearly 
demonstrates the essential features of Cubase with an 
easy-to-understand approach.

00-34370 ISBN: 0-7390-6643-9 £18.25 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-6643-0 €23.95

Composition for  
Computer Musicians
You might be extremely knowledgeable about the 
software that you use, have a good understanding of your 
own genre, and even have a good basic understanding 
of music theory. However, this does not necessarily mean 
that you can write effective music tracks. You need another 
kind of knowledge as well - the knowledge of composition. 
This friendly guide explains the basics of composing songs 
and music on the computer using any music creation 
and recording program, whether you choose Reason, 
Live, Cubase, Logic, Pro Tools, Digital Performer, Finale, 
Sibelius, FL Studio, SONAR, or anything else. It’s not as 
hard as it sounds, and this book eases the learning curve 
so you’ll be making music in no time. You’ll quickly learn 
how to program rhythm and drums, create bass lines and 
melodic leads, and use FX and samples. You’ll also learn 
about mixing and mastering your track and distributing it 
to a mass audience. Composition for Computer Musicians 
explains it all while showing you the basics of music theory 
throughout so you’ll be sure you’re not just making noise 
on the computer - you’re using your computer to make 
professional-sounding music. 

54-1598638610 ISBN: 1-5986-3861-0              £29.95 
 EAN: 978-1-5986-3861-5     €40.95
 

Alfred’s Teach Yourself Sonar
This book and DVD kit will teach you everything you 
need to know to get started using Sonar today! Whether 
you’re a beginner with no prior training, or you have some 
knowledge of Sonar and are in need of a refresher course, 
Alfred’s Teach Yourself Sonar is the perfect resource.  
You will learn how to optimise your PC; work with MIDI; 
choose an audio/MIDI interface; select microphones; use 
loops, software synths, and plugins; edit audio; and create 
a stunning final mix. When you’re finished reading Teach 
Yourself Sonar, you’ll be able to record, edit, mix and send 
your songs out for the world to hear on the web, on CD, 
and more. The DVD includes over 85 minutes of video and 
clearly demonstrates the essential features of Sonar with 
an easy-to-understand approach.

00-34364 ISBN: 0-7390-6641-2 £18.25 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-6641-6 €23.95
 
Alfred’s Teach Yourself GarageBand
This book and DVD combo will show you everything you 
need to know to get started with GarageBand today! You’ll 
learn how to optimise your Mac, work with MIDI, choose an 
audio/MIDI interface, select microphones, use loops, edit 
audio, and create a great sounding final mix. When you’re 
finished with this course, you’ll be able to record, edit, mix, 
and send your songs out for the world to hear via the web 
or on CD. The provided DVD contains over 100 minutes of 
video and clearly demonstrates the essential features of 
GarageBand with an easy-to-understand approach. 

00-34367 ISBN: 0-7390-6642-0 £18.25 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-6642-3 €23.95

Learning Music with GarageBand 
on the iPad
This essential guide to GarageBand on iPad and iOS 
devices is your foundation for learning music production 
in the classroom. With this book, students will be able to 
create music on a higher level than ever before regardless 
of the depth of their previous musical training. Included 
are over 20 GBs of supporting downloadable materials 
to make any learning experience a success. Recording; 
Record digital audio; Record MIDI and virtual instruments; 
Record wherever your iOS device goes Performing with 
Smart Instruments; Perform in numerous styles for each 
instrument (keys, guitar, bass, percussion); Perform 
with authentic musical gestures (keyboard arpeggiator, 
string articulations); Perform chords of your choosing 
Teaching and Learning; Create iPad ensembles; Perform 
solos with included accompaniments; Create loop-based 
compositions.

00-44081 ISBN: 1-4706-1968-7 £16.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1968-8 €23.95



Composing with Finale
Finale offers all the notation tools required to craft virtually 
any composition. Unfortunately, the imaginative ways 
these tools are used sometimes becomes an elaborate 
composition in itself! Composing with Finale shows you 
the essentials you’ll need in order to make the most of 
this program’s incredible power. Studying Finale from a 
compositional perspective eases the learning curve overall, 
transforming Finale into an extension of your imagination. 
Instead of describing procedures most beneficial to 
copyists and engravers, this book isolates the methods 
crucial to working with a composition in progress and how 
to efficiently translate directly from your mind to the score. 
Far from a ‘point-and-click’ guide, Composing with Finale 
will help you compose more music with one of the most 
advanced music-composition tools on the market.

54-1598635735 ISBN: 1-5986-3573-5              £34.95 
 EAN: 978-1-5986-3573-7     €47.95

The Finale Primer: 2014 Edition
This comprehensive reference manual unravels all the 
intricacies of Finale 2014, for Windows and Mac platforms. 
The Finale Primer 2014 Edition helps you set up, edit, 
reformat, and reorganise your notation into a musical 
masterpiece. This fully illustrated step-by-step guide 
offers exercises, projects, creative ideas, and power-user 
tips that will improve your speed and help you become a 
Finale expert. This book is indispensable whether you’re 
arranging an existing piece of music or creating an original 
work. This easy-to-use book includes: Cross-platform 
instructions for both Macintosh and Windows; Tips to 
get the most out of Finale’s powerful features such as 
HyperScribe, the Graphics Tool, and MusicScore Lite; 
Special sections on creative applications of Finale

00-42833 ISBN: 1-4706-1635-1 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1635-9 €35.95

Finale® is perfect for composers,
arrangers, teachers, students  
and anyone who wants to share  
their music with the world.

Finale® has been the industry leader for 25 years.  
In addition to offering more notational flexibility and  
power, only Finale®:

• Can create SmartMusic® accompaniments.

•  Allows customers to share their music via the free  
 downloadable Finale NotePad® and the free Finale  
 SongBook® iPad app.

• Includes Band-in-a-Box Auto-harmonising, MusicXML 3.0  
 import/export, MicNotator®, Record/Import Audio  
 and more.

Visit the Finale 
site now for 
prices and more 
information
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 About Time to Celebrate!
It’s a hands-on, active-learning approach to rhythm! 
18 familiar songs for holidays throughout the year are 
presented with notated rhythm patterns and kinesthetic 
stick routines: tap them on your knees, click them together, 
cross with a neighbour and more! The simple rhythms can 
be learned by rote or read off the reproducible student 
pages. Plus, concise background information makes it 
easy to lead a discussion about featured holidays and the 
history and culture of each piece.

00-45247 ISBN: 1-4706-3337-X £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3337-0 €35.95

About Time!
Pass out the rhythm sticks and let the fun begin! These 
energetic rhythmic routines are active learning at its very 
best. Eighteen familiar classroom songs are presented with 
notated rhythm patterns and kinesthetic stick routines: 
tap them on your knees, click them together, cross with a 
neighbour, and more! The simple rhythms can be learned 
by rote or read off the reproducible student pages that 
are included on the Enhanced CD. Play-along tracks of 
each song are also included. Plus, concise background 
information makes it easy to lead a discussion about the 
history and culture of each piece. 
 
00-42785 ISBN: 1-4706-1718-8                    £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1718-9           €35.95

The Bucket Book
The Bucket Book is a groundbreaking new resource for 
elementary and middle school general music classes. 
This inventive program is designed to help teachers and 
students discover the joy of creating music and the fun of 
using homemade or found instruments to do so.  
Fully reproducible, and including a Data CD with 30 MP3s 
of musical examples and a PDF of the book for projection 
and enhanced classroom learning.

00-42853 ISBN: 1-4706-1655-6 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1655-7 €35.95

Percussion

Fun with Boomwhackers®
00-0528B ISBN: 0-7579-0324-X £16.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7579-0324-3 €23.95

Boom Boom! Boomwhackers®  
on Broadway (for Boomwhackers® 
Musical Tubes)
00-BMR07021CD ISBN: 0-7579-0861-6 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7579-0861-3 €35.95

Boom Boom! Classics!  
For Boomwhackers® Musical Tubes
00-BMR07025CD ISBN: 0-7579-1953-7 £25.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7579-1953-4 €35.95

Boom Boom! Popular Movie and TV 
Songs for Boomwhackers® Musical 
Tubes
00-BMR07016CD ISBN: 0-7579-9194-7 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7579-9194-3 €35.95

Boom Boom! Holiday Fun! For 
Boomwhackers® Musical Tubes
00-BMR07022CD ISBN: 0-7579-0267-7 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7579-0267-3 €35.95

Body Percussion: 
Sounds and Rhythms
Body Percussion: Sounds and Rhythms is an innovative, 
comprehensive folio of practice material for anyone 
interested in discovering his or her own body as a 
universal rhythm instrument. Contents include basic 
sounds, warm-ups, grooves in varying styles, six solo 
pieces from easy to advanced, practice tips, and three 
exciting ensemble arrangements. The accompanying DVD 
illustrates techniques, makes reproducible the single path 
of motions, and includes examples of all exercises, sounds, 
rhythms, and solo pieces. Body Percussion: Sounds and 
Rhythms is the perfect guide for self-study.

00-20158US ISBN: 3-933136-11-3 £21.95 
 EAN: 978-3-933136-11-4 €25.95

Rhythmic Kinesthetics
Rhythmic Kinesthetics presents a series of games and 
activities incorporating music, movement, and motor 
skills that help express emotions, build concentration, 
and sharpen sensory awareness. A wonderful tool for 
individuals, educators, community facilitators, and social 
workers, this curriculum provides an environment for 
people of all ages, cultures, and abilities to participate, 
where they will apply and develop their music skills 
through a hands-on approach. The book features a variety 
of creative movement and social/communication activities 
integrated with music to introduce and foster musical 
skills in a creative setting. Rhythmic Kinesthetics provides 
diverse forms of world music-based compositions, 
drum circle games, and activities using a wide variety of 
percussion-based instruments including Boomwhackers, 
world drums, sound shapes/frame drums, Orff instruments, 
and body percussion. An instructional DVD showcasing 
both school and community performances is included 
with the book, which is 100% reproducible.

00-40096 ISBN: 0-7390-9259-6 £22.25 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9259-0 €29.95

NEW!



NOLA: A Tribute to New Orleans
Composer Mike Springer pays tribute to the city of New Orleans 
in this suite for B-flat clarinet, trombone, and piano. The suite 
is divided into three sections (“Vibrancy,” “Aftermath,” and 
“Rebirth”) that paint a portrait of the city before and after the 
destruction caused by Hurricane Katrina in 2005.

00-44351 ISBN: 1-4706-2309-9 £8.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-2309-8 €11.95

Fanfare Allegro
A trio for trumpet, trombone, and piano, the intermediate-level 
piano part is an equal partner with the two brass instruments. 
The trumpet and trombone often echo each other in the 
brilliant fanfare-like sections. Lyrical lines, traded among all 
three instruments, provide musical contrast.

00-37299 ISBN: 0-7390-7909-3 £6.25 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-7909-6 €8.95

Suite in Season
In four movements, each movement represents a season of the 
year. Each movement also features a different musical style that 
corresponds to the season. Written for piano, flute and bassoon, 
the music is accessible for high school performers. There is also 
alternate instrumentation for piano, violin and cello. In either 
instrumentation, an optional percussion part is included for the 
fourth movement.

00-39102 ISBN: 0-7390-8797-5 £8.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8797-8 €12.95

Dance Suite
This trio for piano, violin, and cello is Inspired by dance music. 
The suite begins with a tango in the first movement. The first 
melodic notes of the tango are used in the second movement, 
a brilliant waltz, bringing this two-movement suite to an 
exciting conclusion.

00-40782 ISBN: 0-7390-9481-5 £8.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9481-5 €12.95

Skyscraper
This trio for clarinet, alto saxophone, and piano uses triangles 
(minor 3rds) and squares (perfect 4ths) to formulate melodic 
movement and harmonic texture. The piece builds the vertical 
sensation of scaling up and down the building. Listen for 
a whimsical transition which represents peaceful birds in 
flight. At the end, the skyscraper stands in all strength and 
confidence!

00-42382 ISBN: 1-4706-1061-2 £6.95
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1061-6 €10.95

Commissioned by the Music Teachers National Association as part of the Commissioned 
Composer program this series is aimed at featuring collaborative music and exploring 
unusual instrumentation.

Small Ensemble
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Best of Orchestra / 
Concert Band

The Music of George Gershwin for 
Brass Quintet
Brass quintet instrumentation is two B-flat trumpets, French 
horn, trombone, and tuba. Featuring three Gershwin 
compositions, Love Is Here to Stay, Embraceable You, and I Got 
Rhythm. (6:26)

00-41174   £24.95    €35.95

The Music of Cole Porter  
for Brass Quintet
Brass quintet instrumentation is two B-flat trumpets, 
French horn, trombone, and tuba. Featuring three Porter 
compositions, Night and Day, I’ve Got You Under My Skin, and 
I Love You. Each piece can be performed individually or as a 
medley. Designed for jazz or legit players. (7:02)

00-41173    £24.95    €35.95

Alone Yet Not Alone  
(from Alone Yet Not Alone)
Written by veteran Hollywood film composers Bruce 
Broughton and Dennis Spiegel, this lyrical, hymn-like euphony 
from the movie Alone Yet Not Alone, has been beautifully 
arranged for brass band by Peter Graham.

00-44061  £47.95    €65.00

Celebrate the legendary music of Led Zeppelin with these stunning arrangements  
of their classic hit songs by Alfred’s premier arrangers.

String and Full Orchestra

00-31546 Kashmir (String Orchestra)     £53.50 
 arr. Tim McCarrick (Level 3)   €68.00

00-31555 Led Zeppelin Medley (String Orchestra)   £55.95 
 arr. Bob Phillips (Level 3.5)    €73.00

00-41219 Led Zeppelin Reunion (Full Orchestra)    £54.95  
 arr. Patrick Roszell (Level 3)     €73.00

SOM04005 Stairway to Heaven (String Orchestra)   £44.95 
 arr. James Uhl (Level 2.5)    €59.00

00-31508 Theme from Stairway to Heaven (String Orchestra)  £45.95 
 arr. Bob Phillips (Level 2)    €60.00

Concert Band

00-32532 Led Zeppelin on Tour (Concert Band) arr. Patrick Roszell  £68.50 
 (Level 3) (Featuring: Rock and Roll / Immigrant Song /  €90.00 
 Black Dog / Kashmir / Stairway to Heaven)

00-30812 Stairway to Heaven (Concert Band)   £62.50 
 arr. Roy Phillippes (Level 2)    €84.00

Star Wars® Heroes
Featuring: Star Wars (Main Theme) / Luke and Leia / Battle of the Heroes /  
Han Solo and the Princess / The Throne Room 

Music by John Williams / arr. Jerry Brubaker 

Celebrate the heroes with some of the most beloved music from Star Wars! This stunning  
medley arranged by Jerry Brubaker includes popular selections from many of the films.

00-44931  Concert Band Grade 3.5 NEW!  £74.95 
 UPC: 038081518787 €100.00

00-44806  String Orchestra Grade 2.5 NEW!  £50.50 
 UPC: 038081518688 €68.00
 
Star Wars® Main Theme
00-CB9724 Concert Band Grade 1 £48.95 
 Arr. Carl Strommen UPC: 029156666205 €66.00

00-CB9650   Concert Band Grade 3 £62.50  
 Arr. Calvin Custer UPC: 029156225020  €82.00

00-SO9909 String Orchestra Grade 2.5 £53.50   
 Arr. Larry Clark UPC: 029156997668  €71.00

00-FO9717 Full Orchestra Grade 3.5 £47.95 
 Arr. Charles Sayre UPC: 029156607840  €65.00 

Star Wars® Medley
00-CB9716  Concert Band Grade 3 £68.50  
 UPC: 029156616606Arr. John Tatgenhorst €89.00

00-CB9704 Concert Band Grade 4 £76.95 
 Arr. James H. Burden UPC: 029156302424  €89.00

Star Wars: The Marches
Featuring: Star Wars (Main Theme) / Parade of the Ewoks / The Imperial March /  
Augie’s Great Municipal Band / The Throne Room  

 00-29625 Concert Band Grade 3 £68.50  
 Arr. Jerry Brubaker UPC: 038081329130  €89.00

Star Wars® Saga, Highlights from
00-WBCB9321 Concert Band Grade 2 £59.50  
 Arr. Paul Cook UPC: 029156049336  €82.00

Star Wars® Saga, Selections from
 00-24754 Concert Band Grade 2.5 £57.50
 Arr. Michael Story UPC: 038081280028  €78.00

Brass



Gems for Violin Ensembles 1
A collection of entrancing, original pieces designed for 
young violinists (with piano or CD accompaniment) 
in either a reading-based or Suzuki group lesson 
environment. This collection enables players of different 
levels to perform together; many of the pieces include 
parts for beginner, elementary, and more advanced 
players, and can be played successfully in different 
combinations. The CD includes a full performance of each 
piece as well as piano accompaniment tracks. Includes 
reproducible violin parts.

00-35171 ISBN:  0-7390-7053-3 £23.95 
 EAN:  978-0-7390-7053-6 €35.95

Gems for Violin Ensembles 2
This second volume of Helen Butterworth’s Gems series 
continues in the vein of the original collection, that of 
entrancing, original pieces designed for young violinists 
(with piano or CD accompaniment) in either a reading-
based or Suzuki group lesson environment.  
Both volumes enable players of different levels to perform 
together; many of the pieces include parts for beginner, 
elementary, and more advanced players, and can be 
played successfully in different combinations. The CD 
includes a full performance of each piece as well as piano 
accompaniment tracks. Includes reproducible violin parts.

00-20121UK ISBN:  0-7390-8775-4 £12.95 
 EAN:  978-0-7390-8775-6 €18.95

Gems for Beginner Violin Groups 
(with CD)
A collection of tried and tested, easy, rhythm, fun pieces for 
group lessons, concerts and workshops. They are designed 
for use in either a reader-based or Suzuki context. Includes 
reproducible violin parts. Although designed for open-
string players (Violin A Parts) with piano/CD, most of 
the pieces include optional parts (Violin B & C) for more 
advanced players. The CD includes performance and 
accompaniment tracks.

00-20159UK ISBN:  1-4706-1167-8 £14.95 
 EAN:  978-1-4706-1167-5 €19.95

Gems for Junior String Orchestras 1
Easy Repertoire for Young Players. This collection of seven 
pieces is intended for elementary string players embarking 
on orchestra rehearsals and performances for the first time. 
The rhythms and notes used in all parts are quite basic but 
overall give a very satisfying effect. The Violin 3 and Viola 
parts are the same. The Double Bass parts are optional. 
The optional Piano parts can be used in rehearsals or if any 
of the string parts are missing. The purchase of this book 
includes the right to reproduce the string and piano parts 
as required. This right does not extend to the full scores.

00-20161UK ISBN: 1-4706-1173-2  £14.95 
 EAN:  978-1-4706-1173-6 €20.95

Gems for Cello Ensembles
A collection of 10 entrancing, original pieces designed for 
young cellists (with piano or CD accompaniment) in either 
a reading-based or Suzuki group lesson environment.  
This collection enables players of different levels to 
perform together-many of the pieces include parts for 
beginner, elementary, and more advanced players, and can 
be played successfully in different combinations.  
Includes reproducible cello parts and a 36-page score.  
The CD features a full performance of each piece as well as 
piano accompaniment tracks.

00-20131UK ISBN: 0-7390-8777-0  £14.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8777-0  €20.95

Gems for Flute Ensembles
This is an anthology of tried and tested, fun enrichment 
repertoire for group classes, concerts, institutes, and 
workshops. The ensembles are designed for use in either 
a reading-based or Suzuki context. Players of different 
skill levels can combine for performances as many 
pieces contain graded parts and work well in different 
combinations. The CD includes performance and piano 
backing tracks. Includes reproducible flute parts. 

00-20141UK ISBN: 0-7390-9679-6 £14.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9679-6 €20.95

Gems for...

Show this pa
ge to    

 the Suzuki t
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Warm ups

Choral and Vocal Warm-Ups  
for Pianists
Nancy Litten’s Choral and Vocal Warm-Ups for Pianists 
provides the perfect accompaniment for a whole range of 
warm-ups she herself uses regularly with choirs.  
This invaluable guide leads the Choral Director step-
by-step through the various stages of the warm-up and 
provides a suitable keyboard accompaniment. She also 
offers valuable advice to the pianist about what and how 
to practice the various common harmonic progressions 
so the pianist has the wherewithal to provide precisely 
the accompaniment the director needs to get the choir 
warmed-up and ready to sing.

00-20143UK ISBN: 0-7390-9683-4 £8.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9683-3 €11.95 

Vocalize!
Each exercise in this invaluable resource is designed to 
reinforce fundamental vocal concepts for choral and solo 
singers of any age. Organised in 11 focused categories, 
the purpose of every warm-up is evident, and clearly-
stated directions optimise growth. Supportive piano 
accompaniments, including progressive modulations, are 
lightly-orchestrated on the enclosed recording-perfect for 
ensemble rehearsals, studio lessons, or at-home practice. 
As an added bonus, PDF files on the enhanced CD provide 
extracted vocal lines on reproducible singer pages. An 
instructional book you will use again and again! Topics 
include: beginning warm-ups, posture, vowels, breath 
support, tone quality, diction, dynamics, articulations, 
diphthongs, blend, scales, intervals, harmony, and more. 
The comb binding creates a lay-flat book that is perfect for 
study and performance.

00-40024 ISBN: 0-7390-9652-4 £29.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9652-9  €40.95

Choral Warm-Up Collection
167 favourite warm-ups contributed by 51 choral directors 
from across the nation. This incredible resource consists 
of warm-ups for every situation and focusing on many 
different vocal areas. The text is organised into several 
categories: beginning warm-ups, breathing, vowels, 
diction, flexibility, scales, intervals, intonation, phrasing, 
blend, dynamics, minor, range, chords and rounds.  
The comb binding creates a lay-flat book that is perfect 
for study and performance. Set the mood for a successful 
choral rehearsal while developing and reinforcing positive 
ensemble vocal techniques with The Choral Warm-Up 
Collection. 

00-21676 ISBN: 0-7390-3052-3 £20.50 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-3052-3 €29.95

The Complete Choral  
Warm-up Book
A complete sourcebook for choral directors of all levels, 
as well as choral methods classes. Contains 211 warm-ups 
with information on usage, photos illustrating correct 
posture and vowel formation, and a well organised index 
to make finding the right warm-up a snap. The comb 
binding creates a lay-flat book that is perfect for study and 
performance. Belongs in every choral director’s library.

00-11653 ISBN: 0-88284-657-4 £19.50 
 EAN: 978-0-88284-657-6  €27.95

Bumblebee!
Bumblebee! Rounds & Warm-ups for Choirs is more 
than just a wonderful collection of 130 choir exercises 
including 50 rounds. Michael Griffin, who has taught and 
consulted throughout the world, shares timeless wisdom 
to help you get your choir into shape. “Will prove useful 
for almost everyone” -Rhinegold Music Teacher Magazine. 
“This is a great resource to add to one’s library of rehearsal 
tricks.” - Anacrusis, ACCC, Canada “Bumblebee contains 
excellent new ideas and extensions on some of those 
well-known warm-ups that we all love to use. Backed by 
clear explanations of the purpose of each, it is a must have, 
particularly for less experienced choral directors.” - S Turner, 
PLC, Sydney. 

00-1482355175   ISBN: 1-482355-17-5                £17.50 
                                     EAN: 978-1-482355-17-8       €23.95

‘Land of the silv
er birch’  

Love that round!



Sing at First Sight, Level 1
A sequential sight-singing curriculum for all choirs. Each of the 
six units (containing four lessons each) clearly introduces new 
music reading concepts, reinforces those concepts with several 
rhythm and pitch exercises, motivates students with helpful 
hints and challenge exercises, and concludes with fun-filled 
review games and “Evaluating Your Performance” questions. 
The helpful “Getting Ready” pages (which precede each unit) 
are filled with music fundamentals, and for choirs who have 
never read music before, an optional “Before We Begin” chapter 
opens the book. And it’s all neatly laid out in a 96-page octavo 
sized publication; a perfect fit for your students, and their 
folders. From whole notes to sixteenth-note patterns, seconds 
to sevenths, key signatures, dynamics, articulations, and tempo 
markings; it’s all here, and it’s all logically ordered to insure 
student success! Spend just a few minutes a day with this 
book and your choir, too, will learn to “Sing at First Sight!” Now 
available on SmartMusic!

For Students
00-22017 ISBN: 0-7390-3152-X £6.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-3152-0 €10.95

For Teachers
00-23833 ISBN: 0-7390-3740-4 £33.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-3740-9 €47.95

Sing at First Sight, Level 2
Sing at First Sight is a sequential sight-singing curriculum for all 
choirs! This Level 2 book opens with a comprehensive Rhythm 
Review and Pitch Practice reinforcing the concepts studied in 
Sing at First Sight, Level 1. Each of the four units that follow 
features a helpful Getting Ready page, progressive Rhythm 
Readiness exercises, and thorough music-reading Lessons 
with practice Exercises, useful Hints, and motivating Challenge 
Exercises. Unit summary and assessment is easily achieved with 
choral excerpts from Alfred’s Choral Designs series, fun-filled 
Review games, and Evaluating Your Performance questions. 
Plus, Alfred has included a full-length Performance Piece to 
measure and celebrate your choir’s sight-singing progress, and 
then perform in concert.

For Students
00-28488 ISBN: 0-7390-4924-0 £6.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-4924-2 €10.95

For Teachers
00-31264 ISBN: 0-7390-6145-3 £33.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-6145-9 €47.95

 

Sing at First Sight . . . More Melodies!
Augment your sight-singing curriculum with this supplemental 
exercise book that directly correlates to levels one and two of 
Alfred Music’s popular Sing at First Sight method. Every melody 
in this reproducible resource appears in both treble and bass 
clef, and the Data CD includes digital files of the entire book 
for printing and projecting. More Melodies! is highly effective 
when used on a routine basis after each of the sequential 
lessons, as needed for additional drill to master challenging 
concepts, or as a general review following the completion of 
the original textbooks.

00-42793 ISBN: 1-4706-1562-2 £33.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1562-8 €47.95

Voices In Harmony
Creating successful youth and children’s ensembles requires 
a multitude of skills. In this publication, nationally recognised  
clinician and Founding Artistic Director of the Cincinnati 
Children’s Choir, Robyn Lana, shares valuable insight and 
advice along with practical tips from well-known experts 
in the field. With topics including rehearsal techniques, 
recruitment and retention, comprehensive musicianship 
through performance, building community through a safe 
environment and many more, this compilation should have a 
place on every conductor’s bookshelf.

00-45397 ISBN: 1-4706-3229-2 £20.50 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3229-8 €29.95

Alfred’s IPA Made Easy
How many years has it been since your last diction class?  
This handy guidebook is an easy reference for the 
symbols used in IPA: what they look like and how they are 
pronounced. Example words for every symbol are included 
in English, Latin, Italian, German, French, and Spanish. And 
an online resource includes recorded demonstrations of 
every sound. A clear and concise tool for singing in foreign 
languages, equally useful in the choir room and the vocal 
studio.

00-42789 ISBN: 1-4706-1561-4 £11.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1561-1 €15.95

A Cappella
More than any other person, Deke Sharon is responsible for 
the current success of pop a cappella. Founder of the House 
Jacks (the original rock band without instruments), Deke 
continues to influence through his work with The Sing-Off, 
Pitch Perfect, Pitch Perfect 2, and Vocalosity. Combine Deke’s 
expertise with that of directors Ben Spalding and Brody 
McDonald, add a foreword by Ben Folds, throw in advice 
from contributors like Peter Hollens, and you have one of the 
most comprehensive volumes ever created on the subject of 
contemporary a cappella singing.

00-41814 ISBN: 1-4706-1667-X £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1667-0 €35.95

A Cappella Pop
A Cappella pop singing . . . it’s the hottest trend in the nation! 
Author Brody McDonald’s award-winning ensemble, Eleventh 
Hour, was the first high school group to appear on NBC’s The 
Sing-Off, and now you can similarly challenge your top high 
school and collegiate age singers with this book!  
With a foreword by Deke Sharon, topics include forming 
your ensemble, music selection, rehearsal techniques, sound 
reinforcement, vocal percussion, and much more!

00-38006 ISBN: 0-7390-8627-8 £16.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8627-8 €23.95

Sight Singing

Reference Books
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                All About Music Songs
What’s the best way to learn concepts? Through 
experience! How about a great way to memorise facts? 
By singing! This ingenious collection demonstrates 
fundamental musical concepts while clever lyrics define 
them. Dynamics, articulations, tempo markings, treble 
and bass clef note names, rests, fermatas, and more; it’s all 
about music! Mark includes creative lessons (often games) 
and suggests related listening (usually masterworks) for 
every song in the book. So fun, kids won’t realise they’re 
learning. So fundamental, curriculum planning is a cinch!

00-45315 ISBN: 1-4706-3381-7 £29.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3381-3 €40.95

A World of Anthems
Lead your students in an exploration of the world using 
this collection of 60 national anthems. Includes interesting 
facts and figures for each country, as well as translations 
and pronunciation guides for unfamiliar languages.  
For unison or 2-part voices.

00-20122UK ISBN: 0-7390-8776-2 £13.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8776-3 €21.95

A World of Christmas Carols
In this collection we have gathered fifty Christmas carols 
from around the world carefully arranging them for voice 
and piano. Each piano accompaniment is playable by 
a competent pianist, and there are additional optional 
harmonies added to the vocal part for choral use if 
desired. Every country puts its own unique cultural stamp 
on celebrating the holiday season and this volume can 
be used to explore those celebrations as part of a wider 
exploration of the World of Christmas. To this end we have 
included interesting Christmas related facts, a translation 
of the text, and both versions where they exist, so each 
carol can be easily sung and understood, or compared. 
Ideal for use in the classroom, or by choirs, and provides 
wonderful presentational opportunities for themed 
Christmas concerts.

00-20138UK ISBN: 0-7390-8779-7 £13.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8779-4 €19.95

The Big Book of Traditional Carols
36 Classic Carols for Churches, Schools & Choirs.  
A wonderful collection of the most popular traditional 
carols in a handy 10 x 7 inch format. Ideal for churches, 
schools and choirs making an ideal resource: includes all 
your favourite carols: Once In Royal David’s City, O Little 
Town Of Bethlehem, While Shepherds Watched, Little Donkey, 
Mary’s Boy Child, O Come All Ye Faithful, Away In A Manger, 
The First Noel, The Holly And The Ivy, O Christmas Tree, Deck 
The Halls, God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen, Hark The Herald 
Angels Sing, We Wish You A Merry Christmas, In The Bleak 
Midwinter, Angels From The Realms Of Glory, Good Christians 
All Rejoice, Infant Holy Infant Lowly, Joy To The World, Little 
Jesus Sweetly Sleep, Love Came Down At Christmas, Mary 
Kneeling At The Angel’s Word, O Come O Come Emmanuel, 
It Came Upon A Midnight Clear, See Amid The Winter’s Snow, 
and more… 

00-20135UK ISBN: 0-7390-9677-X £12.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9677-2 €17.95

The Big Book of Traditional Hymns
45 Classic Hymns for Churches, Schools & Choirs.  
A wonderful collection of the most popular traditional 
hymns in a handy 10 x 7 inch format. Ideal for churches, 
schools and choirs making an ideal resource: includes all 
your favourite hymns: Titles include: He Who Would Valiant 
Be, Stand Up Stand Up for Jesus, Mine Eyes Have Seen The 
Glory, O When The Saints Go Marching In, Love Divine All 
Loves Excelling, What A Friend We Have In Jesus, Onward 
Christian Pilgrims, Lord Of All Hopefulness, Lord Of The Dance, 
Morning Has Broken, Give Me Joy In My Heart (Sing Hosanna), 
The Lord’s My Shepherd, All Things Bright And Beautiful, 
Think Of A World Without Any Flowers, Praise Him, Praise Him, 
Praise Him, He’s Got The Whole World In His Hands, Lord The 
Light Of Your Love, Go Tell It On The Mountain, Kum Ba Yah 
and many more…

00-20136UK ISBN: 0-7390-9678-8 £14.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9678-9 €20.95

Sound Stories Round the Year
It’s storybook time in music class! This useful collection 
adds instrument playing and sound exploration to 
well-known literature. The 16 sound stories have been 
thoughtfully organised by season, providing a choice for 
every month of the school year. Included are “The Spider 
and the Fly,” “The Legend of the Poinsettia,” “Babe, the Blue 
Ox,” “The Tortoise and the Hare,” and more.  
For convenience, each story is included as a PDF on the 
Data CD, allowing you to easily display it on a whiteboard 
or print student copies.

00-42788 ISBN: 1-4706-1698-X £20.50 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-1698-4 €29.95

Unison Songbooks

NEW!



Two-Gether We Sing
Alfred’s Two-Gether We Sing series presents outstanding 
arrangements of timeless melodies and original treble 
chorals with strong, independent counterlines, perfect for 
young and developing singers. Reproducible pages are 
included as PDF files on the Enhanced SoundTrax CDs, plus 
full performance and accompaniment recordings

Two-Gether We Sing: Folk Songs
00-38000 Book 
 ISBN: 0-7390-8841-6 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8841-8 €35.95 

00-38002 Book & CD 
 ISBN: 0-7390-8843-2 £51.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8843-2 €70.00

Two-Gether We Sing: Spirituals
00-37997 Book 
 ISBN: 0-7390-8647-2 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8647-6 €35.95 

00-37999 Book & CD 
 ISBN: 0-7390-8649-9 £51.95 
 EAN:978-0-7390-8649-0 €70.00

Two-Gether We Sing: Christmas
00-43244 Book 
 ISBN: 1-4706-2390-0 £24.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-2390-6 €35.95 

00-43243 Book & CD 
 ISBN: 1-4706-2389-7 £51.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-2389-0 €70.00

I Sing, You Sing
Develop independent singing and listening skills in your young students with these delightful 
collections of echo songs. You sing the melody, they sing it back!

I Sing, You Sing
00-18723 Book 
ISBN: 0-7390-0085-3 £16.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-0085-4 €23.95

00-18725 Book & CD 
ISBN: 0-7390-0084-5 £40.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-0084-7 €53.00

I Sing, You Sing, Too!
00-28854 Book 
ISBN: 0-7390-5257-8 £40.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-5257-0 €53.00

00-28852 Book & CD 
ISBN: 0-7390-5259-4 £16.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-5259-4 €23.95 

Learning Songs 
00-41852 Book 
ISBN: 1-4706-1693-9 £18.95 
EAN: 978-1-4706-1693-9 €23.95

00-41854 Book & CD 
ISBN: 1-4706-1694-7 £40.95 
EAN: 978-1-4706-1694-6 €53.00

Holiday Songs
00-21213 Book 
ISBN: 0-7390-2710-7 £16.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-2710-3 €23.95

00-21215 Book & CD 
ISBN: 0-7390-2712-3 £40.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-2712-7 €53.00

Partner Song Collections
Bridge the gap from unison to 2-part singing with these popular partner song books!  
Each collection features well-known songs, arranged for young and developing choirs.  
 Sing one, sing two, sing a few!

Grab a Partner!  
00-20172  Book 
ISBN: 0-7390-1838-8 £24.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-1838-5 €35.95

00-20174  Book & CD 
ISBN: 0-7390-1840-X £51.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-1840-8 €70.00

Holiday Partners!
00-35669  Book 
ISBN: 0-7390-7792-9  £24.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-7792-4 €35.95

00-35671  Book & CD 
ISBN: 0-7390-7794-5 £51.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-7794-8 €70.00

Grab Another Partner!
00-21677  Book 
ISBN: 0-7390-3039-6  £24.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-3039-4 €35.95

00-21679  Book & CD 
ISBN: 0-7390-3041-8  £51.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-3041-7 €70.00

Pop Partners
00-31230  Book 
ISBN: 0-7390-5976-9  £24.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-5976-0 €35.95 

00-31232  Book & CD 
ISBN: 0-7390-5978-5  £51.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-5978-4 €70.00

Partners!
00-33218  Book 
ISBN: 0-7390-6868-7  £24.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-6868-7 €35.95

00-33220  Book & CD 
ISBN: 0-7390-6870-9  £51.95 
EAN: 978-0-7390-6870-0 €70.00

Alfred Favourites  
for 2-part Voices

Top Christmas Pop
00-31273  £5.50    €7.95

Five for Fun 
00-31268 £6.25    €8.95

Top Pop for Kids
00-31275 £6.95    €10.95

Six Silly Songs for the Season
00-31269 £6.95    €10.95

Five Carols for Children
00-31267 £6.25    €8.95
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Elf: A Medley from the Broadway 
Musical
Break out the elf hats and candy cane choreography for 
this sparkly five-minute medley from Broadway’s newest 
holiday tradition, inspired by the hilarious Will Ferrell 
film. Two merry showstoppers are bookended by the 
fabulous ‘Sparklejollytwinklejingley’ to create a cheerful, 
Christmassy extravaganza!

00-39954     SATB  £2.50    €3.95
00-39955     SAB  £2.50    €3.95
00-39956     2PT  £2.50    €3.95

Hair: A Choral Medley
It’s the ‘60s, the Age of Aquarius, of hippies, and of the 
surprise Broadway smash Hair. Now, over 40 years later, this 
“tribal love-rock musical” has returned to Broadway and 
has audiences dancing in the aisles. Winner of the 2009 
Tony for Best Revival of a Musical. Greg’s wonderful new 
6-minute medley captures all of the fresh flower-power

00-33026    SATB  £2.25    €2.95
00-33027    SAB  £2.25    €2.95
00-33028    SSA  £2.25    €2.95

Honk!
Based on Hans Christian Andersen’s story of the Ugly 
Duckling, the musical Honk! was born in London’s West 
End theatre district and has made it across the pond to 
delight audiences world-wide. This charming five and 
a half minute medley includes four plot-developing 
favourites that clearly illustrate the theme of the show-
embracing our differences.

00-39949    SATB  £2.50    €3.95
00-39950    SAB  £2.50    €3.95
00-39951    2PT  £2.50    €3.95

Kinky Boots
Winner of six 2013 Tony Awards, including Best Musical 
and Best Score, Broadway’s new high-heeled hit delivers 
a powerfully uplifting message of acceptance. This nine-
minute feature medley includes seven standouts from the 
original score, as written by iconic eighties pop star Cyndi 
Lauper.

00-41838    SATB  £2.95    €5.95
00-41839    SAB  £2.95    €5.95

My Fair Lady
Rediscover the impressive music from the Broadway and 
Hollywood blockbuster My Fair Lady. These indelible 
stage and screen songs are classics of American musical 
theatre and are as impressive today as when at the height 
of their popularity. Rich choral moments, theatrical solo 
opportunities, and sweeping orchestrations offer 7 ½ 
minutes of first-class entertainment.

00-35577    SATB  £2.95    €5.95
00-35578    SSAB  £2.95    €5.95 
  

Pippin
From the original Broadway opening in 1972 to the 2013 
Tony for Best Musical Revival, the story of the young prince 
Pippin has delighted audiences around the world. Based on 
the recent revival, this five-minute medley captures all the 
joy, wonder, and excitement of the stage. 

00-41810    SATB  £2.25    €2.95
00-41811    SAB  £2.25    €2.95
00-41812    SSA  £2.25    €2.95

Porgy and Bess®: Choral Highlights
This classic Gershwin musical score has been given a 
fine, dramatic choral treatment in this stunning medley, 
celebrating the show’s return to Broadway late in 2011. 
Optional Concert Band accompaniment is available. 
Approximately 4:45.

00-38075    SATB £2.25 €2.95
00-38076    SAB £2.25     €2.95 
00-38367    CONCERT BAND £65.50 €89.00

Seussical the Musical:  
A Choral Medley
The Ahrens and Flaherty score you admire; A 10-minute 
medley when sung by your choir. And Dr. Seuss characters 
penned for the page are “stars of the show” on the Seussical 
stage! So gather the singers, assemble the cast, get ready to 
have a fantastical blast. Make way for the choir (a large one, 
or small), ‘Cause this is a showstopper, perfect for all! Songs 
include: Oh, the Thinks You Can Think, How Lucky You Are, 
Solla Sollew, Biggest Blame Fool, Green Eggs and Ham, It’s 
Possible (McElligot’s Pool).

00-30974    SATB  £4.50    €5.95
00-30975    SAB  £4.50    €5.95
00-30976    2PT  £4.50    €5.95

Swingin’ with the Gershwins!
Kick up your heels with this fast-paced, five minute romp 
through several Gershwin classics. Classic jazz harmonies, 
optional solos, and hot horns top off this enjoyable medley!

00-43426    SATB  £2.25    €2.95
00-43427    SAB  £2.25    €2.95
00-43428    2PT  £2.25    €2.95



Alfred’s Kid’s Ukulele Course 
Complete
Alfred’s Kid’s Ukulele Course is a fun method that teaches 
you to play songs on the ukulele right away. This complete 
edition combines levels 1 and 2 with the activity pages 
of the Notespeller, and includes an accompanying MP3 
CD and DVD so you always know how the music should 
sound. Each lesson is explained in plain language that’s 
easy to understand. Plus, you get to learn from three 
irresistible ukulele experts - a clever classical dog, one 
cool jazz cat, and a friendly alligator who loves the blues. 
They keep your attention focused by pointing out what’s 
important on each page and help you learn by making 
music fun! Parents can be effective guides to help you 
through this course, even if they’ve never had any musical 
training themselves. You can even use this course in your 
classroom at school. Now get ready to take your first, best 
step toward a lifetime of musical enjoyment.

00-40521 Book & CD 
 ISBN: 0739093665 £21.50 
 EAN: 9780739093665 €30.95

00-40522 Book & CD/DVD 
 ISBN: 0-7390-9367-3 £32.50 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9367-2 €40.95

Alfred’s Kid’s Piano Course, 
Complete
Alfred’s Kid’s Piano Course is a fun method that teaches 
you to play songs on the piano right away. This complete 
edition combines levels 1 and 2 with the activity pages of 
the Notespeller, and includes online access to recordings 
of each song and exercise so you always know how the 
music should sound. Each lesson on every colourful page 
is explained in plain language that’s easy to understand; 
plus, you get to learn from three irresistible piano experts 
- a clever, classical dog, one cool jazz cat, and a friendly 
alligator who loves the blues. They keep your attention 
focused by pointing out what’s important on each page 
and help you learn by making music fun! Parents can be 
effective guides to help you through this course, even if 
they’ve never had any musical training themselves. The 
companion DVD to this edition features a live instructor 
to make learning the piano even easier! Hosted by expert 
teacher Gayle Kowalchyk, this video demonstrates the 
fundamentals of piano playing, teaches you how to read 
music, and helps you play lots of fun songs! The DVD 
features live performances that demonstrate how the 
music should sound, and includes bonus MP3 audio tracks 
of all the examples for listening and playing along! Online 
access to the video and MP3s are included free with the 
DVD kit as well. Get ready to take your first and best step 
toward a lifetime of musical enjoyment!

00-45195 Book & DVD 
 ISBN: 1-4706-3306-X £33.50 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3306-6 €42.95

00-45196 Book & online Code
 ISBN: 1-4706-3307-8 £21.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3307-3 €30.95

Alfred’s Kid’s Drumset Course 
Complete
Alfred’s Kid’s Drum Course is a fun method that teaches 
you to play rhythms and songs on a variety of drums and 
sound sources, including many simple, inexpensive objects 
found around your home. With two accompanying CDs 
that always let you hear how the music should sound, 
each lesson is explained in plain language that’s easy to 
understand. Plus, you get to learn from three irresistible 
drum experts - a clever, classical dog, one cool cat, and 
a friendly alligator. They keep your attention focused by 
pointing out what’s important on each page and help you 
learn by making music fun! Parents can be effective guides 
to help you through this course, even if they’ve never had 
any musical training themselves. Plus, you can play along 
with the great-sounding accompaniments on the enclosed 
CDs and feel like you’re performing with a real band!  
Get ready to take your first, best step toward a lifetime  
of musical enjoyment.

00-27919 ISBN: 0-7390-4692-6 £21.50 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-4692-0 €30.95

Alfred’s Kid’s Drumset Course
Alfred’s Kid’s Drumset Course is a fun method that allows 
you to play songs on the drumset right away.  
The book provides drum models, coordination and drum 
fill exercises, rudiments, and performance tips. The DVD 
takes you step-by-step through all the fundamental 
concepts and includes many of the examples and all of 
the songs.

00-31485 ISBN: 0-7390-5654-9 £19.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-5654-7 €26.95

Alfred’s Kid’s Guitar Course 
Complete
Alfred’s Kid’s Guitar Course is the #1 best-selling guitar 
method for kids! This award-winning method is the easiest 
guitar method ever for kids ages 5 and up. This complete 
edition combines levels 1 and 2 with the activity pages of 
the Notespeller, and includes online access to stream or 
download recordings of each song and exercise so you 
always know how the music should sound. Each lesson 
on every colourful page is explained in plain language 
that’s easy to understand; plus, you get to learn from 
three irresistible guitar experts - a clever, classical dog, one 
cool jazz cat, and a friendly alligator who loves the blues. 
They keep your attention focused by pointing out what’s 
important on each page and help you learn by making 
music fun! Parents can be effective guides to help you 
through this course, even if they’ve never had any musical 
training themselves. Get ready to take your first and best 
step toward a lifetime of musical enjoyment! The new 
edition of Alfred’s Kid’s Guitar Course has correlating audio 
available online for either streaming or download.

00-45030 Book and Online Code  
 ISBN: 1-4706-3202-0 £20.50 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3202-1 €29.95

00-45031 Book & DVD 
 ISBN: 1-4706-3203-9 £26.95 
 EAN: 978-1-4706-3203-8 €35.95

00-19401 Notespeller 
 ISBN: 0-7390-1094-8 £7.50 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-1094-5 €10.95

00-22904 Flash Cards 
 ISBN: 0-7390-3714-5 £14.75 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-3714-0 €17.95

00-33226 Manuscript 
 ISBN: 0-7390-6178-X £3.25 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-6178-7 €5.95
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Alfred’s Kid’s Piano Starter Pack
From Alfred Music, the worldwide leader in music 
education products since 1922, comes Alfred’s Kid’s Piano 
Starter Pack! This complete starter pack includes a high-
quality Firebrand™ 61-key, touch sensitive electric piano 
with 128 preset sounds and rhythms. Deluxe accessories 
include an attached music stand, power adapter, and 
Alfred’s Kid’s Piano Course (Book, CD, DVD), the world’s 
best-selling multimedia instruction series for kids! High-
quality Firebrand™ electric keyboard includes: * 61 full-size 
keys * 128 preset sounds and rhythms *Touch, sustain, 
vibrato, and transposing functions * 15 demonstrations 
songs * Sheet music stand.

00-39387 ISBN: 0-7390-9071-2 £225.00 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-9071-8 €289.00

Alfred’s Kid’s Ukulele Starter Pack
From Alfred Music, the worldwide leader in music 
education products since 1922, comes Alfred’s Kid’s 
Ukulele Starter Pack! This award-winning, best-selling, 
complete starter pack includes a high-quality Firebrand™ 
wood ukulele with nylon strings, deluxe accessories 
including a custom-fit lightweight gig bag with carrying 
handle, an extra set of nylon ukulele strings, and Alfred’s 
Kid’s Ukulele Course (Book, CD, DVD), the world’s best-
selling multimedia instruction series for kids! Alfred’s Kid’s 
Ukulele, Complete Starter Pack includes: High-quality 
Firebrand™ wood ukulele that features: * All wood 
construction for a full, rich tone * Wood fretboard with 
fret markers for ease of playing * Chrome tuners keep the 
instrument securely in tune and sounding great * Clear 
nylon strings for pure tone and easy playability * Beautiful, 
warm finish make the instrument highly attractive * Every 
product arrives in a highly attractive, gift ready, durable, 
full-colour premium box Deluxe Firebrand™ Accessories 
include: * Custom-fit lightweight gig bag carrying case 
with handle and zippered closure * Extra set of clear 
nylon strings Alfred’s Kid’s Ukulele Course (Book, CD, 
DVD): Alfred’s Kid’s Ukulele Course is the easiest ukulele 
method ever for kids ages 5 and up. Using plain language 
that’s easy for kids to understand, three irresistible ukulele 
experts guide students along - a clever classical dog, one 
cool jazz cat, and a friendly alligator who loves the blues - 
they focus attention by pointing out what’s important on 
each page and make learning music fun! Kids will learn to 
play chords and melodies, read music, and perform lots of 
fun songs.

00-39306 ISBN: 0-7390-8913-7 £39.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-8913-2 €59.00
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12 Stave Music Writing Book 
(9” x 12”)
Manuscript paper in book form with a spiral binding - perfect 
for class use or for use as a workbook.

00-179 ISBN: 0-7390-2601-1 £5.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-2601-4 €7.95 

12 Stave Music Writing Pad 
(8 ½” x 11”)
This high-quality music writing pad has clearly engraved, 
evenly spaced staff lines for easy writing. Affordably priced for 
students and professionals.

00-182 ISBN: 0-7390-1461-7  £4.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-1461-5 €5.95

Alfred’s Basic Music Writing Book  
(8” x 6”)
An attractive 8” x 6” oblong manuscript book with a high-gloss 
varnish cover that is perfect for young beginners. Consists of 
6 wide-line staves that are perfect for practicing writing notes, 
clefs and key signatures.

00-200 ISBN: 0-88284-804-6 £1.90 
 EAN: 978-0-88284-804-4 €2.95

Alfred’s Basic Music Writing Book
An attractive 8” x 6” oblong manuscript book with a high-gloss 
varnish cover that is perfect for young beginners. Consists of 6 
wide-line staves - perfect for practicing writing notes, clefs and 
key signatures.

00-6700 ISBN: 0-7390-2195-8  £2.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-2195-8  €3.95

Alfred’s Music Manuscript Book, 
12-Stave
Contains 64 blank, 12-stave manuscript sheets. Pages are 9” x 
12” and printed on 100% recycled paper.

00-33884 ISBN: 0-7390-6416-9  £4.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-6416-0 €5.95

Alfred’s Music Manuscript Book, 
10-Stave
Contains 64 blank, 10-stave manuscript sheets. Pages are 9” x 
12” and printed on 100% recycled paper.

00-33883 ISBN: 0-7390-6415-0 £4.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-6415-3 €5.95

Alfred’s Basic Guitar Music  
Writing Book
Guitar manuscript paper to enhance lessons or for writing your 
own music. Includes eight staves on each page, plus blank 
chord frames and neck diagrams. 48 pages.

00-35042 ISBN: 0-7390-7011-8 £4.95 
 EAN: 978-0-7390-7011-6 €5.95

Custom Printing

Manuscript / Practice Diaries 27

Did you know we can print manuscript and practice diaries with your school 
badge on the front? The manuscript can be as a pad or a book and the 
practice diaries have enough pages for a full year of lessons.  
To find out more about the options and prices,  
speak to a member of the Alfred UK  
team on 01279 828960.
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